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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a new transport equation of the age of air which is equivalent 

to the average age or the local mean age defined by Sandberg and an important 
parameter for several ventilation effectivene.."iS, and describes a numerical method to 
calculate the age distribution in rooms. The finite volume method is applied to discretize 
the basic equations including the k-E turbulence model. The predicted age is independently 
calculated using the transport equation of it after the velocity field is solved. The numerical 
examples, the age distribution of air in an isothermal ventilated two-dimensional room 
using the author's model and Sandberg's mode~ are presented. The computational results 
are compared with the predicted values by Sandberg's model and the experimental data 
obtained by the step-up method using COz tracer gas. It is found that the present 
numerical method enables us to calculate the ventilation effectiveness if the velocity field 
is correctly obtained, and the calculation results relatively agree with the experimental 
values. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The ventilation effectiveness based on the age of air was introduced by 

Sandberg(l981) and has been developed by many researchers(Sandberg et al. 1983; Skaret 
et al. 1983; Fisk et al. 1985 etc.). The experimental method, the tracer step-up or the tracer 
decay method, was generally used to obtain the ventilation effectiveness. 

In recent years, the advance of the performance of computer and the numerical 
techniques to solve the flow fields enable us to predict the local mean age distribution of air. 
This method has often a priority to predict the age distribution more effective and ea ·ier than 
the experimental method. Matsumoto(1985) presented a numerical method to predict the 
distribution of ventilation efficiency using the step down response obtained by computer 
simulations. Quingyan et al.(1988) showed also the similar method to predict the ventilation 
efficiency of occupied zone from the flow field and the distribution of concentration in the 
steady-state. Kato et al.(1988) proposed three new scales for ventilation efficiency(SVE) 
derived from the steady-state distributions of contaminant concentration by computer 
simulations, and applied to evaluate the ventilation performance of the conventional clean 
rooms. 

The methods for solving the age directly from the transport equation of it were 
presented by Matsumoto(1985) and Davidson(1987). Matsumoto introduced the transport 
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equation of which the particles of air arc assumed to be delivered only by convection, and 
showed the solution procedure to calculate the age distribution. Davidson used the transport 
equation for the residence-time introduced by Sandbcrg(1981), and compared the numerical 
results with the experimental "Values. 

This paper describes the theoretical basis of the numerical method to predict the age 
of air by computer simulations, validates the numerical results and compares them with the 
results by Sandberg's model and the experiments. 

TRANSPORT EQUATIONS OF THE AGE OF AIR 
The age of fluid elements T(x,y), entering through the supply duct and assuming to be 

delivered only by convection, at an arbitrary point P(x,y) in the two-dimensional room in 
Figure 1. Using the Taylor expansions, age T(x+ud~y+vdt), which is equal to T(x,y)+dt, after 
very short time dt at point Q(x+udt,y+vdt) is expressed as 

T(x+udt,y+vdt) =T(x,y) +(u ~~ +v~;)dt (1) 

where u and v are respectively the velocity in x- and y-dircction. The second term of the 
right-hand side in (1) is equal to dt. Therefore we obtain 

u . ar=l (2) 
J oxj 

This is a kind of the convection equations, composed of the convection term and the source 
term(=l) . The equation can be solved under the known flow field and the boundary 
conditions. The age can be given zero at the inlet and iJT/iin=O is assumed on the rest 
boundaries. 

Sandberg(1981) derived the following transport equation for the residence-time from 
the conservation law of pollution. 

(3) 

where D is the diffusivity. The equation shows that the tracer is transformed by convection 
and diffusion. Therefore the Sandberg's model can be considered as the extended equation of 
(2). But strictly speaking, the definitions in (2) and (3) are different, i.e., age Tin (2) is the 

dt / T(x+udt,y+vdt) 

PI y 

/ T(x,y) L ... ··· 
~········-···' X 

Figure 1 Concept of the predicted age of air 
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age of fluid elements with zero diffusivity and age T in (3) is the residence-time of tracer 
with diffusivity D. 

Kato et al.(1988) presented the following equation derived from (2). 

o<T> a ( --=77 ) <U·>--=-- -<Tu·> +1 
J ax . ax . J 

(4) 
J J 

where T' and uj' are respectively the variations of age T and velocity Uj in the j-direction, and 
<•> shows the ensemble average operation. The equation takes account of turbulent diffusion, 
if -<T'u/>, led to (vr/as)fJ<T>/fJXj using an approximation of the gradients transport 
hypothesis by them, is appropriately modeled, this equation can be expected to predict the age 
better than the others. 

SOLUTION PROCEDURE 
The basic equations including the typical k-E turbulence model for calculating the 

velocity fields are shown in Table 1. The finite volume method is used to discretize these 
equations. The method is one of the finite difference methods applied to the differential, 
conservative form of the conservation laws, written in a arbitrary co-ordinates, or a variant 
of a weak formulation, and has considerable flexibility to modify the shape and location of 
control volumes associated with a given mesh point and a fundamental property that the basic 
quantities mass, momentum and energy also remain conserved at the discretized level. 

After calculating the velocity fields by SIMPLER procedure(Patankar 1980), the 
predicted age distribution is obtained by solving the transport equation (2). Wall functions of 
conventional type are used. Donnar cell method, a kind of upwind schemes, is also used for 
the convective flux term to avoid numerical instability. 

au. 
--~=0 axi 

Table 1 Basic Equations 

--=--- (- +-k) +-- -- +v --Dui a P 2 a [( v c ) aui] 
Dt oxi p 3 ox1 a c oxJ 

Continuity equation 

Momemtum equation 

Tranport equation for 
turbulent kinetic energy k 

Tranport equation for dissipation 
of turbulent kinetic energy E 

Turbulence eddy viscosity 

0 c=l. 0, ak=1. 0, oe=l. 3 I cl =1. 44 I Cz=l. 92 I cj.l =0. 09 Turbulence model constants 

RESULTS 
The numerical simulations were carried out in a two-dimensional room model(5.4 m 

long and 2.25 m high) divided into 30x22 cells, and compared with the experiments in a full
scale model(5.4 m long, 2.7 m wide and 2.25 m high) constructed in the building as shown 
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Figure 2 Room model and measuring points 
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Figure 3 Velocity vectors 

• denotes the experimental values 

Figure 4 Distributions of the local mean age of air 
scaled with the room mean age 
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in Figure 2. Eighteen measuring points were arranged on the same vertical section of the 
room to get the local mean age distribution of air. The sampling system with two gas 
detectors skips along the channels every thirty seconds, therefore data for each channel is 
collected every 5 minutes. The local mean age of air by the tracer step-up method used here 
is 

(5) 

The numerical flow field is shown in Figure 3, it may not reach the steady-state fully, 
and the predicted age scaled with the average age by the present model, Sandberg's 
model(Pe'clet number:lO and 1000) and the experiment are shown in Figure 4. The results 
show that the values by the present model almost agree with those by the Sandberg's model 
when Pe'clet number is large. On the other hand, although it is difficult to compare those 
experimental results with the numerical ones due to their different dimensions, the qualitative 
distributions are qualitatively similar. 

CONCLUSIONS 
A new transport equation of the age of air is proposed, and the solution procedure to 

obtain the age directly from the equation is presented by the finite element method. Moreover 
the computational results are compared with the values by Sandberg's model and the 
experimental data by the step-up method using CCh tracer gas. It is found that the present 
numerical method enables us to calculate the local mean age distribution if the velocity 
field is correctly obtained, and the calculation results are qualitatively approximate 
agreement with the experimental values. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
Cp concentration of contaminant at point P 
Cs concentration of tracer in supply duct 
D diffusivity 
Ui mean velocity in x;-direction 
T age of air or residence-time 
v eddy viscosity 
Vr turbulent eddy viscosity 
k turbulent kinetic energy 
E dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy 

p density 
J> pressure 
Tp local mean age of air 
Xi cartesian co-ordinate in i-direction 
as turbulent Schmidt number for T 
< • > ensemble average operation 
n outward normal line component 
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